November 3, 2020

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO AWARDING BODIES AND ALL INTERESTED PARTIES REGARDING CORRECTIONS TO THE DIRECTOR’S GENERAL PREVAILING WAGE DETERMINATIONS

Dear Public Official/Other Interested Parties:

CRAFT: Operating Engineer (All Shifts)
Classification(s): Groups 2 and 20
Localities: All localities within Imperial, Inyo, Kern, Los Angeles, Mono, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties

GROUP 2

The classification RJU Side Dump Jack referenced in Group 2 should read PJU Side Dump Jack.

GROUP 20

The correct classifications under Group 20 should only include the following:

- Rubber-Tired Earth Moving Equipment Operator, Operating in Tandem (scrapers, belly dumps, and similar types in any combination, excluding compaction units - single engine, over 50 yds. struck)
- Rubber-Tired Earth Moving Equipment Operator, Operating in Tandem (scrapers, belly dumps, and similar types in any combination, excluding compaction units - multiple engine, euclid, caterpillar and similar, over 25 yds. and up to 50 yds. struck)

With the exception of the above corrections, all of the wage rates and other conditions found in the above referenced determinations remain in effect.